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Abstract
A new augmentation method for counts to be used in language modeling is presented. It is based on word representations in a reduced space obtained with Singular Value Decomposition. A contribution to a count for a linguistic
event x is obtained from the counts of observed events smoothed with a function of their distance from x. Experimental
results on a spoken dialogue corpus show the performance of the proposed method, combined with maximum a
posteriori probability adaptation, in terms of word error rate reduction.
Ó 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Most of the existing automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems generate word hypotheses with
a Language Model (LM) which computes the probability of a sequence of words W1N ¼ w1 ; w2 ; . . . ;
wn ; . . . ; wN as follows:
P ðW1N Þ ¼ P ðw1 Þ

N
Y

P ðwn j w1 ; w2 ; . . . ; wn1 Þ

ð1Þ

n¼2

where the sequence w1 ; w2 ; . . . ; wn1 is called the
history hn of word wn . A word can have many
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histories, thus the generic jth history of word wn
will be indicated as hnj .
Usually, the probabilities appearing on the
right-hand side of (1) are estimated with a training
corpus. For long histories, it is practically impossible to ﬁnd enough data in an even very large
corpus, and approximations are introduced by
clustering all the histories having the same one or
two last words resulting in well-known bigram or
trigram LMs.
When a new application domain is considered,
many bigram and trigram probabilities change and
new corpora are required for obtaining appropriate LMs. If large corpora are not available for this
purpose, then an LM can be obtained by adapting
available LMs trained with a large corpus in a
more general domain. Various methods for LM
adaptation have been proposed and an overview
can be found in (Bellegarda, 2001). In general,
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even if a large training corpus is available, a
number of linguistic events modeled by the LM are
likely to be absent in the corpus.
Instead of adapting LM parameters, it is possible to perform data augmentation by inferring
counts for training, based on the available adaptation data, in such a way that LM probabilities are
estimated from counts obtained only from the adaptation data augmented with counts generated by
a suitable smoothing/generalization criterion. Data
augmentation is intended here as the computation
of counts for unseen linguistic events using available counts of events that have been observed in a
limited, application dependent corpus.
The approach proposed in this letter is based on
the conjecture that if a word has been observed in
a given context, then semantically similar words
are likely to appear in the same context even if this
event was not observed in the adaptation corpus.
Semantic similarity between words can be deﬁned using a numerical distance between vectors
representing words in a suitable space. Following
an approach of Information Retrieval (Berry,
1992; Bellegarda, 1998; Deerwester et al., 1990),
such a space can be deﬁned using Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD). In this way, the counts of
the general purpose corpus and the counts obtained with adaptation have the same representation.
Further improvements can be obtained by performing maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability
adaptation on the LM obtained with data augmentation.

2. Data augmentation
Let P ¼ fpij g be a I  J matrix where the generic element fpij g represents the probability or,
simply, the count of observations of word wi in the
context of history hj . Empirical evidence has
shown that using counts provided better results
than using probabilities indicating that normalization introduced by probability computation
from counts is not eﬀective. Thus, P was built as a
matrix of counts. The ith row of matrix P is a
vector whose J elements are the probabilities or
the counts of wi with all possible histories.

By considering only the q prominent eigenvalues of P, a diagonal matrix S can be built with
the ﬁrst q singular values in decreasing order such
that P ﬃ USV T where the U has q columns consisting of the ﬁrst q eigenvectors while V is made
with the ﬁrst q eigenvectors.
Matrices U, S and V are computed with an iterative procedure as proposed in (Berry, 1992) for a
value of q chosen in a such a way that s0 =sq is (sq
being the qth singular value) approximately equal
to 103 . This value has been found to be a reasonable compromise between accuracy and computational complexity.
Vector Pi can be represented in reduced space
by vector Ri obtained as follows: Ri ¼ U T Pi . Because the number of columns of U and V is much
smaller than the number of columns in P, it is
expected that not many elements of Ri are equal to
zero.
If P has been trained on a very large corpus
containing a good mix of topics, one may assume
that the estimated eigenvalues which are the nonzero elements of matrix S, are typical of a language
and do not vary from one application to another.
This conjecture has been validated experimentally
using a corpus made of 40 million words from
articles of the French newspaper Le Monde (60
kword lexicon) and corpora made of telephone
utterances from person–machine dialogs collected
in fairly severe conditions all over France.
Let cij be the count of times the word wi has
been really observed in the adaptation data in the
context of history hij . Let aij be the count for the
same word and history, but after data augmentation. Let Caj ð#Þ be the set of vectors representing
the histories whose distance from the vector representing hij in the reduced space satisfy a property
#. Let djka be the distance between vectors representing histories hij and hik in reduced space a.
If the LM contains only bigrams, then hij ¼ wj .
The augmented count aij of the sequence ½wj wi  is
obtained assuming that a history wk similar to wj
contributes to the counts of the sequence ½wj wi  in
a way that depends on a degree of similarity between the two histories wj and wk :
X
aij ¼ cij þ
cik  f ðdjka Þ
ð2Þ
hik 2Caj ð#Þ
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Such a degree of similarity is represented by a
function f ðdjka Þ of the distance between the representations of the two histories. The function f ðdjka Þ
should be equal to 1 when djka ¼ 0 and should decrease with djka . A reasonable assumption is the
following:
a

f ðdjka Þ ¼ edjk =D

ð3Þ

where D is a decay that can be used for tuning the
system.
The use of an exponential function was inspired
by past experience on softmax functions applied at
the output layer of neural networks and has the
same motivations.
It was observed that distances of words to a
given word do not have a uniform distribution.
There is often a cluster of close words which are
likely to be semantically similar. It was observed
that only the contribution of these words may
lead to improvements with little diﬀerences if D
varies between 0.8 and 1.2. This also suggests that
the choice of an exponential function is not critical.
The K selected contributions correspond to the
above mentioned cluster. K may vary from word
to word.
The Euclidian distance between each pair of
history vectors was computed in reduced space.
The angle between each pair of history vectors was
also considered because it is used in Information
Retrieval but it was abandoned because it produced poor results.
An ASR system called AGS and developed at
France-Telecom R&D was used for generating a
trellis of word hypotheses as well as the best hypothesis for each spoken sentence. Let such a
baseline system be indicated as B. Let TB ðkÞ be the
trellis provided by the base system for the kth
sentence. The baseline system uses a bigram LM
obtained with the entire training corpus.
The new LMs obtained after data augmentation
was used for searching the best path in TB ðkÞ by
using the same acoustic scores provided when
TB ðkÞ was generated.
Sentences of the test set could be divided into
two groups. The ﬁst one contains all the sentences
for which the correct transcription is a sequence of
words that corresponds to an existing path in the
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trellis. The second groups contains sentences for
which such a path does not exist. As the sentences
have been acquired on the ﬁeld in the French
network, many sentences containing errors are in
the second group because one or more words were
truncated, as a consequence of false (late) starts or
premature termination of the decoding process.
Obviously, there is no way to recover such errors
with a trellis rescoring process.
The training set used for estimating the LM
parameters consists of 9842 sentences for a total of
about 70,000 words. Tests were performed on 229
telephone sentences, for a total of 2031 words,
having a corresponding path in the trellises used
for rescoring.
A ﬁrst experiment was performed with D ¼ 1
and contribution from all histories. Results did
not show a strong improvement with data augmentation, but suggested that history dependent
thresholds should be used.
Interesting results were obtained by augmenting
each bigram count with contributions from the K
nearest histories. As it may happen that, for a
given K, there are many histories with very close
distance w.r.t. the Kth one, contributions from all
these histories were also considered after having
empirically selected a threshold for considering
distances to be practically equivalent. Let us call
this approach quasi-K nearest histories.
Experiments were conducted using LMs built
by randomly picking a portion of the training set
containing 70,000 words. For each set, the LM
was adapted with data augmentation. Fig. 1 reports the Word Error Rate (WER) as function of
the training set size (in thousands of words) indicated as set size, with and without data augmentation. WER is deﬁned as follows:
WER ¼

NS þ ND þ NI
100
NW

where NW is the total number of words in the test
set, NS is the total number of word substitutions
observed after running a recognition experiment
on the test set, ND is the total number of word
deletions observed after running a recognition
experiment on the test set, NI is the total number of
word insertions observed after running a recognition experiment on the test set.
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Let cg ðwj ; wi Þ and cd ðwj ; wi Þ be respectively the
bigram counts in the general corpus and in the
domain adaptation corpus. Let Ng and Nd be respectively the sizes of the general corpus and the
domain adaptation corpus.
MAP adaptation can be performed by interpolation of the general model counts and the
counts of the adaptation corpus, leading to the
following expressions for adapted counts:
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PMAP ðwi jwj Þ ¼

SET SIZE (thousands of words)
Fig. 1. Word Error Rate as a function of the size (in thousands
of words) of the set used for training the LM. The dotted line
represents the results with the LM probabilities estimated using
only the application dependent corpus without data augmentation. The thick line represents the results of data augmentation using quasi-K nearest histories adaptation.

Experimental results show that working in a
reduced space derived only with application data
does not result in a tangible improvement suggesting that the reduced space obtained with Le
Monde data is good enough for other types of
domains. Data augmentation beneﬁts become
tangible when the training set size is larger than
65,000 words.
With augmented counts, some of the constraints that should hold between row and column
marginal counts may no longer hold. Even if in
practice, the discrepancy is small between the sum
of counts for a word row and the sum of counts in
the column corresponding to the same word considered as history, it is possible to reestablish
constraint satisfaction. Details are omitted here for
the sake of brevity.

3. Adaptation with maximum a posteriori probability
In (De Mori and Federico, 1999), it is shown
that MAP adaptation of LM probabilities can be
performed by a linear interpolation of the a priori
probabilities provided by the general LM and the
probabilities obtained with the adaptation corpus.
The same idea can be applied to bigram counts.

Ng
cg ðwj ; wi Þ
Ng þ Nd cg ðwj Þ
Nd
cd ðwj ; wi Þ
þ
Ng þ Nd cd ðwj Þ

ð4Þ

No improvements were observed by applying this
general model for adapting a LM trained with the
corpus from Le Monde (g) using the training corpus of domain speciﬁc (d) data for adaptation.
Nevertheless, another 10% WER reduction was
obtained by using counts from some speciﬁc histories of ÔgÕ to augment counts for the same histories of ÔdÕ. In fact, (4) can be applied separately
for each history and can be re-written as follows:
ca ðwi ; wj Þ ¼ fðwj Þcg ðwj ; wi Þ þ f1  fðwj Þgcd ðwj ; wi Þ
ð5Þ
where fðwj Þ is a linear combination weight determined with maximum likelihood estimation on a
development set. If such a set is too small as in our
case, then a common fðwj Þ is estimated for all
words.
Pertinent histories were obtained with a small
development set. It is important to point out that
all the methods presented in this letter do not lead
to any increase in the memory space required for
storing the LM probabilities.

4. Conclusions
A simple method has been proposed for obtaining bigram counts of unseen linguistic events
by inference from counts of observed events
weighted with a function of similarity between
words. When counts are used for estimating the
probabilities of a bigram LM, this approach provides estimates based on counts which avoid the
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use of back-oﬀ. Experimental results support the
advantage of this approach showing a tangible
WER reduction. Further beneﬁts can be obtained
by performing MAP adaptation of a general purpose LM using augmented counts inferred from a
domain speciﬁc corpus.
LMs built in this way have proven to be useful
also for performing sentence veriﬁcation based on
the consensus of recognition results obtained with
diﬀerent LMs (Esteve et al., 2003).
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